
Spelling Words and Sentences
List D-13: Ending With -ed/-ing

1.  flying   Look at all those bats flying around in the twilight sky!    

2.  shortened   Fritz's mom shortened the length of his new pants.   

3.  worrying   Worrying about the problem isn't going to help you solve it.              

4.  argued   The customers argued about who was next in line. 

5.  laughing   Janelle couldn't stop laughing during the comedy movie.            

6.  controlled   The raging wild fire was finally controlled after hours of careful firefighting. 

7.  coughing   Farah's throat was sore from coughing all day. 

8.  lied   Stan's little sister got in trouble when she lied about brushing her teeth before bed. 

9.  listening   I enjoy listening to audio books when I am driving in the car. 

10.  admitted   Alana admitted that she didn't know a lot about computers.          

11. visited   Last week the fourth grade class visited the Hide Park Zoo.   

12.  traveling   Nicole's grandmother is always traveling to exciting places all over the world.  

13.  wandered   Some hikers who wandered away from the trail got lost and needed to call for help.     

14.  participating   There are thirty students participating in this year's geography bee.  

15.  sobbed   Kylie sobbed when she fell on the sidewalk and skinned her knee.   

16.  stopping   The school bus keeps stopping at every corner to drop children off at their homes.    

17.  inherited   Thomas inherited his grandfather's baseball card collection.   

18.  smiling   The  happy baby was smiling in every one of the pictures of her first birthday party. 

19.  poured   The waitress came to the table and poured water into our glasses. 

20.  allowing   Can you believe that new café started allowing people to bring their pets inside?  

Review Words

21.  countries  There are twelve independent countries on the continent of South America.  

22.  valleys  The valleys tucked in between the mountains in that area are quiet, beautiful places.    

23.  skies   Have you ever seen such brilliant blue skies?            

Challenge Words

24.  preferred  Warren preferred to read a hard copy of the newspaper instead of the online version. 

25.  concealing  The house plant in the living room does a good job concealing the mark on the wall. 
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